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HELLO
As we all know the retail world is going through
challenging times.
Retail aesthetics are going above and beyond
and people no longer expect good design,
they expect excellence.

My name is James and it’s my pleasure to
introduce you to this month’s edition of…
LIFE IN THE RETAIL SPACE

A monthly publication keeping us all a little closer 
to what’s happening in the market place.

MAR 2015

james haggas
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In this month’s LIFE IN THE RETAIL SPACE, we explore the future of retail 
marketing. As technology increasingly influences our every day lives, brands 
and retailers turn to innovations in mobile marketing and iBeacons to aid the 
shopper journey – every step of the way.

This month, we saw John Lewis working with Stibo Systems’ to develop digital 
content, while online fashion retailer ASOS invest in a pioneering digital strategy. 

We are delighted to have articles from Kate Hardcastle, Martin Fawcett,  
and Mark Aubin discussing the benefits of using innovation technology 
within the shopper journey.We also look at the rise of iBeacon technology, 
best practice for mobile marketing, and our trip to New York for NRF’s Annual 
Convention & EXPO – Retail’s BIG Show 2015.
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Within the next few months the stores 
will be undergoing makeovers, offering 
different ranges, store designs and 
environments designed to meet the needs 
of their local demographics. For example, 
the Milton Keynes branch is set to 
feature parent and toddler parking, wider 
aisles and a café with a children’s area, 
appealing to the high number of  
young families in the area; while the  
Birtley store is set to focus on providing 
value, and the Weybridge store will 
broaden its fresh food range.

“Our customers want their local store  
to be relevant to them and their family,” 
said Morrisons Director of Format & 
Space, Andy Newton. “The ability to  
dial up or dial down certain aspects  
of stores is crucial.”

While the changes may only resonate 
locally, experimenting with products, 
layouts, merchandising, branding, 
technology and pricing may be key  
to providing the much-needed uplift  
in sales that Morrisons are looking for.

Gradual renovations have taken place  
over the last decade as part of a $1bn 
project to become noticeably more stylish 
and compete effectively with other fast  
food chains. But despite holding their 
position within the market, it is evident that 
people and times are changing. Starbucks 
prides itself on offering a chilled out 
environment where customers can relax 
and use the free Wi-Fi at their leisure – 

McDonald’s customers, on the other  
hand, rarely even get out their 
cars when passing through.

With the health-conscious consumer 
becoming commonplace within the 
industry, McDonald’s sales have 
begun to slip. In November 2014 they 
fell by 4.6%, more than double the 
expected level of decline. With that 
performance in mind, McDonald’s have 

decided to focus on brand renovation 
particularly in the McCafe business 
by boosting “coffee-driven visits,” 
noted as top  priority of 2014.

But what’s coming for 2015? Well, 
so far a refreshed marketing campaign. 
Choose Lovin’ feels light-hearted and 
positive, with the aim of developing a 
closer relationship with customers.

Morrisons opens first of  
three format flex lab stores

Ronald McDonald gets a McMakeover
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The well-known face of Ronald McDonald is getting a McMakeover, with the overhauled  
marketing mix attempting to transform the retailer’s fast food image.

orrisons have recently announced that they will continue to experiment with store 
formats, offering stores tailored specifically for local communities. The latest in their 
format experimentation is the development of three new ‘Format Flex’ lab stores in 

Milton Keynes, Birtley in Gateshead and Weybridge
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In refining the content, John Lewis are particularly looking at 
improving; accuracy of product information across multiple channels, 
shopper experience, and response time to customer queries.

The change follows a study of 40,000 UK shoppers by the Institute  
of Customer Service, which found that customer satisfaction has fallen  
to its lowest since 2010. For a company such as John Lewis, which 

prides itself on delivering exceptional 
levels of customer service, this could 
have devastating effects. To combat the 
trend, John Lewis will focus on providing 
compelling product content, identified  
as a critical component in achieving 
omnichannel customer service. By investing 
in STEP, John Lewis hope to significantly 
enhance their service competence in  
both a timely and holistic manner.

Daniel Hagos, Client Solutions Manager at Emarsys,  
stated “personalisation is the way forward. Capture 
everything visitors do on websites. Analyse what they’re 
browsing and the algorithms and then act in response  
with personalised content online and in banner 
advertisements, not just e-mails.”

With that in mind, online retailer ASOS is testing  
a new feature, known as ASOS Recommendations.  
The aim is to use algorithms, previous shopper  
behavior and surveys to present shoppers with  
product recommendations.

ASOS is becoming a pioneer in the mass-market 
fashion industry, ramping-up the use of personalisation  
in a bid to offer a fully customised, e-commerce experience.

Following changes in online shopper habits, it has 
become evident that the novelty of browsing through 
hundreds of products is diminishing. Consumers are  
looking for inspiration and increased engagement with  
the products they are potentially looking to purchase.  
In a further bid to boost customer loyalty, ASOS  
launched their As Seen On Me feature, allowing  
customers to share their purchases and follow stylists.

Despite profits falling significantly in 2014, investors  
have predicted that the worst has passed for ASOS, 
potentially due to their new and pioneering digital 
strategy. But as is often the case, only time will tell 
just how successful the new strategy will be.

John Lewis focuses 
on compelling  

product content

Asos heads up a revival  
after a tough year, with Asos  
“Recommendations” and  
“As Seen On Me.”

The new virtual shopping mall MallforAfrica 
looks to suppress common preconceptions  
and concerns that companies have regarding 
selling in Africa, including; fraud, customs  
and duties, delivery and other logistics problems.

MallforAfrica’s principal goal is to provide 
African consumers with reliable access to 
Western branded products at reasonable and 
affordable prices. Folayan claims, “It started as a 
primitive online form that I tested with friends and 
family. At first I just wanted to develop something 
that would enable ordering items and… would 
figure how to get them to people later.”

Recent years have seen the number of 
merchants using MallforAfrica grow from 40 

retailers in the US and UK to over 120, including 
retailing giants Macy’s Inc, Amazon.com Inc, 
Aldo and Net-A-Porter, to name just a few. 
Despite currently only selling to Nigeria, MFA’s 
annual sales grew 500% from 2013 to 2014, 
with the average cart size growing year on year. 
Following this huge growth, Folayan has plans 
to expand MFA in the near future, reaching new 
markets in Ghana and Kenya this month alone.

CEO of Macy’s, Kent Anderson stated, 
“We’ve had an incredible amount of success 
with MallforAfrica. In the short amount of time 
that Macys.com has been available to Nigerian 
consumers we’ve done a remarkable number  
of transactions resulting in six-figure revenues.”

        Virtual malls reach  
African consumers lusting  
for western goods

A new online mall has been revealed by Chris Folayan, aimed at targeting African consumers 
in an attempt to confront and overcome concerns by Western retailers.

Distinctive personalisation software programs have received significant levels of 
investment from the retail industry, evidently becoming a key tool to collect and 
effectively analyse shopper data.

UK retailing giant, John Lewis is  
looking to boost its digital marketing  

game by using Stibo Systems’ product  
informational management tool,  

STEP to improve the content of its  
product pages online.
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But why? And how? Well there are 
two answers: Adoption and ROI. The 
channel has now been recorded as 
relevant to 91% of the population, and 

according to the Mobile Marketing Association, 
has a marketing impact ratio of $1 spend to $20 
sales. That is, if you’re using it the right way.

MOBILE 
MARKETING
With mobile marketing spend set to hit $20 billion in 2015  
in the US, it is evidently becoming a force to be reckoned  
with, and one that marketers simply cannot ignore. 

&

DON’TS
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DO
’S

Ultimately, the success of a 
mobile campaign is largely 
reliant on a level of skill by 
the marketers themselves. 
Mobile marketing should be 
recognised as a totally unique 
tool, offering companies the 
chance to gain a significant 
point of competitive advantage.

With that in mind we’ve come 
up with some key mobile 
marketing Do’s and Don’ts:

DO entice consumers 
in, tease them and then 
keep their attention!
Increased use of mobile devices 

doesn’t mean that consumers 
are simply using their devices 
more, but hints that they have 
become deeply connected to 
them. As such, ad experiences 
should develop this connection 
with a brand message that is 

short, sweet and to the point, 
with a clear call to action. You 
have but a few seconds to catch 
the attention of the consumer, 
but do note that this is the  
easy part.

The hard part is retaining that 
initial interest and developing 
engaging campaigns that take 
full advantage of touch screens, 
social media integration and 
other mobile specific features. 
Mobile marketing needs to be 
intimate and appealing, offering 
a personalised experience  
every time.

DO use the  
correct metrics
These are key to success.  
They frame the campaign, 
measure effectiveness of 
features and engagement, 
and are entirely necessary 
to discover exactly what you 
need to do to best meet your 
campaign goals. Think about 
what you want to achieve 
and focus on improving 
these specific aspects.

DO leverage data 
and intelligence to reach 
your target consumers
Mobile marketing is most 
effective when integrated 
within the company’s overall 
marketing mix, focusing on 
the target audience is key.
As with all facets of the 
marketing mix, in mobile 

marketing you must know  
your audience, know what tools 
reach them and know what  
they are really interested in.  
Use page-level contextualization 
to look beyond assumed 
demographics and help you 
to offer a truly personalised 
and effective campaign.

DO keep it seamless
Mobile campaigns can be 
utilised within digital strategies, 
in store marketing and other 
traditional marketing methods 
including print media; the whole 
marketing experience should 
be as seamless as possible.
If someone clicks on an email 
promotion, they expect  
a mobile formatted experience, 
or a referral to a fully optimized 
webpage. Don’t tarnish your 
campaign by lacking proper 
execution. Remember that 
email is the highest converting 
referrer and one of the largest 
sources of traffic so utilise it 
to its fullest within your mobile 
marketing campaign.

DON’T follow 
irrelevant mobile trends
This goes back to thinking 
about your specific campaign 
goals. Remember that trends 
are temporary, they change 
in no time at all and, therefore 
aimlessly following them is 
likely to be a waste of time and 
resources. Go the extra mile for 

your consumers and critically 
think about designing  
a campaign that will engage  
with them in particular, not  
the market in general.

DON’T just focus  
on traditional measures  
of performance
Brand awareness and  
consumer engagement are 
made up of a lot more than 
traditional performance  
metrics such as click through 
rates. Mobile marketing  
provides a multitude of ways  
to connect consumers to a 
brand, sparking emotion and 
interest, both key facets of 
a successful campaign that 
cannot be directly measured.

DON’T treat  
mobile as an add-on
Mobiles travel with users 
everywhere throughout the 
day. Mobile marketing offers 
a unique, unifying thread that 
can drive brand awareness, 
whenever and wherever the 
consumer is. This in itself  
makes mobile a key driver of 
impact for the broad marketing 
mix and means that when you 
embrace mobile and utilise it 
in the introductory stages of 
strategy formation, you can  
more effectively integrate 
elements that make the most  
out of mobile marketing, 
unleashing it’s true potential.



presents retailers with an  
unrivalled opportunity for  
communication and 
engagement. All in all, an 
enhanced in-store experience 

leads to greater customer 
loyalty and, ultimately,  

a bigger basket at the 
point of checkout. 

It is becoming 
clear that by 
combining 
customer data 

gathered both online 
and in store, retailers 

can deliver an experience 
for customers based on an 

exchange of information and 
enabled by new technologies 
and applications, including  
the iBeacon.

Bluetooth technology 
These in-store beacons utilise 
proven Bluetooth Low Energy 
technology to send any number 
of messages to mobile devices 
as they come into range. This 
technology allows shoppers to 
be presented with simple calls 
to action or branded content. 
As such, communication is 
facilitated between consumers 
and brands and companies are 
able to offer unique discounts 
and promotions to users. 
Furthermore, beacons allow  
brands to measure the 
effectiveness of specific parts 
of their marketing strategy, 

facilitating a direct link to be 
drawn between a shopper 
viewing a promotion and 
making a subsequent purchase.

iBeacon technology
iBeacons offer a seamless 
and integrated omnichannel 
experience, solving problems 
people having been trying to 
resolve for years. Traditionally 
these problems were dealt with 
using near field technologies 
such as QR codes, however  
the friction in transactions of 
this type is often highlighted..

Proximity vs location
 With the coming of the new  
era of “proximity vs location”,  
it has become clear that brands 
are increasingly aware of the 
importance of staying in the 
‘mindset of customers’. Part 
of the answer is thought to be 
mobile apps, and iBeacons 
in particular, but the real 
challenge is figuring out the 
optimal timing and frequency 
of promotional messages and 
advertisements. Consumers do 
not want to be bombarded with 
information, and it is entirely 
possible that overexposure 
in the future may lead to the 
formation of new ad avoidance 
strategies by customers. 

T he competitiveness of the retail environment  
necessitates not only an in depth understanding of 
shoppers, but also a frictionless integration of digital 
interfaces and conversation between consumers and 

brands. This is critical not just before the point of consumption  
or after it, but at all points throughout the shopper journey

These days, the majority of shoppers carry a smartphone of 
some sorts, be it to check prices, health and nutrition advice  
or just to communicate with friends while on the move. Whatever  
the reason, the fact that they are using these devices in store 

Digital marketing is fast becoming marketers ‘go to’ in  
bridging the gap in omnichannel retailing. With that being  
said, creating a strategy that incorporates mobile devices  
with the in-store experience has proven quite a challenge.
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T he first to bridge the on and off line  
campaign environments, Desire provides a  
smart technology that connects TV, press, 
and online campaigns direct to a brand’s 

shopper as they approach products in store.
Using Desire’s established multi-channel marketing 

platform, brands can deliver relevant, location-based 

DESIRE     AIR CHARGE
      MARK AUBIN

marketing messages to shoppers 
and consumers.  
It is extremely customer-centric, 
putting the customer at the heart 
of the technology. While most 
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 
marketing is that of push push 
push, Desire turns this on its head 
and puts the consumer in control; 
they decide what messages and 
alerts will be of relevance to them.

In order to achieve this, the 
platform allows beacons to be 
located down to a planogram 
level, meaning customers can 
be engaged at precise, location 
level. As opposed to spamming 
users with potentially irrelevant 
content, notifications are tailored 
to ensure the right notifications 
are delivered to the right 
person in the right location.

Beacon mapping
As well as Beacon mapping,  
the platform allows brands to 

easily create and manage 
marketing material which is 

then delivered through their 
Desire-enabled app. The 

platform offers a simple 
tool for the creation 
of rich content; made 
up of fixed templates 
brands can simply 
drag and drop 
existing marketing 
collateral to create 
product profiles  
and run promotional 
campaigns.

The Desire portal 
also offers a powerful 
analytics platform, 
displayed in an easy 

to understand way through the 
dashboard. This enables a detailed 
understanding of Key Performance 
Indicators, such as, which media 
channels are delivering the best 
results, the way shoppers interact 
and engage with campaigns, the 
amount of brand exposure being 
achieved, and many other points 
along the shopper journey.

Desire dashboard
The dashboard can be tailored 
to an individual client’s needs by 
identifying which out of our 350 
data points is of relevance. Born 
out of the semiconductor industry, 
Desire takes pride in the ability  
to tailor its solution to the needs  
of all clients.

Desire is driving innovation  
in retail and shopper interactions 
and is also delivering hardware 
solutions for use in restaurants, 
transportation and many 
other market segments.

Desire is also working 
with wireless mobile charging 
technology – the only one of its 
kind. In addition to wireless mobile 
charging, the units are able to 
gather data on the usage of  
each device as well as act as  
an innovative marketing tool.  
This combined technology 
received overwhelming positivity 
when showcasing at the 
Consumer Electronics Show  
(CES) in Vegas.
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Using iBeacon technology, 
Desire is giving brands 
and retailers an immediate 
advantage on the high 
street. Shoppers can now 
be engaged by brands like 
never before, understanding 
their shopping needs and 
building relationships 
before they even hit the high 
street. The Desire white 
label platform is a turnkey 
solution, out of the box and 
ready to install immediately.

For more information visit 
www.desireitnow.com 
Twitter: @JustDesire1 
Email: hello@desireitnow.com 
Phone: +44 (0)207 1128004



From pioneering 
store development 
work in the late 90s 
through to virtual 
caves commissioned 
for deep research  
in the noughties,  
my love affair for  
Virtual Reality  
has gone through 
highs and lows.

T he highs have always been the 
ability to learn and share through 
new immersive experiences. 
The lows have been around the 

interface and scope of the technology.
As insight-led thinkers, we at The 

Shopper Agency pride ourselves on 
being in the vanguard of those emerging 
technologies that help clients and shoppers 
shape future shopping experiences. Oculus 
and the ever-expanding insight technologies 
have once again returned my enthusiasm  
for Virtual Reality to an all-time high.

Insight focussed Virtual Reality 
methodologies benefit both brands 
and retailers by collecting vital data 
on consumers’ shopping habits and 
preferences. By tracking and recording 
what people look at within the virtual retail 
experience, we better understand the 
consumer journey. Using meaningful  
analysis to leverage this raw data, we’re  
able to create optimised marketing,  
pricing and range layout strategies.

The main goal for developing immersive 
virtual retail experiences is ease of use and 
engagement to align Virtual Reality with the 
shopper’s natural physical experience.  
This is something our previous screen-based  
and virtual cave experiences lacked.

Going well beyond ‘pure research’,  
the strategy encompasses effective internal 
planning and collaboration alongside the 
forging of stronger relationships with key  
retail accounts.

Judged in the context of shopper 
marketing, virtual store simulations can  
be an indispensable tool for understanding 
in-store behaviour. This then enables store 
design and merchandising programs that 
 truly meet the needs of your shoppers.

By applying Oculus technologies into  
our research methodologies, we’re 
experiencing a much more efficient way 
to bring multiple ideas to life quickly and 
cost effectively. Shoppers are able to help 
us naturally through their virtual shopping 
trips…and in turn, we help reduce retail  
and shopper program development  
costs for our clients.
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Test occupancy

Test progress

Result dependancy score

Performace

THE RISE OF  
VIRTUAL INSIGHTS

Martin Fawcett,  
Managing Director, 
The Shopper Agency

Realtime data dashboard
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The NFL Super Bowl XLIX recently aired, the ‘greatest show on earth’  
with 114.5 million viewers the most watched TV show in history.

I 
know less about the form of the winning team 
(New England Patriots) than I do the adverts 
that broadcast in the all-important ad breaks. 
Snickers, Dove, Nationwide, eSurance, 

Microsoft and Always – you name it, this was  
the brand Who’s Who powerhouse summit.  
The budgets were big, the creatives were out 
there and there were some definite winners  
and losers.

Bud Light’s PacMan ad made me wish there  
was a real life possibility I could play a human 
sized version of the game (the very game that  
stood between me getting some decent grades  
and distinctly average ones); Always with the  
quite brilliant #LikeAGirl advert; and 
SquareSpace DreamingwithJeff.com for  
sheer ‘stop and watch’

In the reviews and hype that followed, general 
consensus is that, as usual, there were the good, 
the bad and the odd; but with budgets in mind, 
let’s see what ROI information comes out.

There was one interesting trend I noticed; there 
were more celebrity-endorsed adverts ranking 
in the ‘worst ads’ reviews than there were in the 
good. Imagine that. The big airtime cost, the 
production and then a huge celebrity pay check 
only to rank far below an advert of unknowns.

Kim Kardashian, Kate Upton and Pierce 
Brosnan were amongst those who faced the 
critics’ backlash and it brought back that age  
old question: to endorse or not to endorse?

Let me take you back over 15 years, as a 
newly appointed marketing head, I had taken  
the decision to align our brand to a household 
name in the UK. We were a wholesome family 
brand, associating with a wholesome family 
man, if a bit of a ‘cheeky chappy’. The press 
campaign was to hit the Sundays with  
glossy spreads and sky-high page rates.

Everyone in the business 
was pleased with the 
campaign; if a stretch on 
budget and initial reaction to 
the campaign was good, 
actually ahead of target. 
That was until, in the 
second week of adverts, 
the front pages also 
contained our ‘cheeky 

To endorse or not  
            to endorse that  
   is the question? 
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chappy’ caught for being too cheeky 
and ending his family image.

Thanks to PR support and a great 
team we didn’t have too much of a 
headache, but a lesson was learnt: with 
endorsement, you put your brand in the 
hands of a human who will have all the 
qualities of a human – both the good 
and bad.

Hertz used OJ Simpson until reports 
of domestic abuse came flooding in; 
Pepsi, famous for their pop link-ups, 
used Madonna who premièred her Like 
A Prayer video complete with burning 
cross; and Yardley had an unfortunate 
debacle with Helena Bonham Carter 
as the ‘face’ of their cosmetics brand, 
while admitting in interview that she 
didn’t wear make-up!

With social media creating instant 
and viral opportunities for brands, 
endorsements are used (and often 
loathed) more than ever. The Sun on 
Sunday gossip column often prints 

celebrity images with brands  
obscured, just so they celebs don’t  
get their payback.

There is also now more opportunity to 
create your own brand heroes; Neal 
‘SofaWorks’ Sloth, Brian ‘Confused.
com’ Robot, and the whole of 
the Meerkat race shall forever be 
associated with comparison websites 
– never have those little omnivores 
received so much attention in the zoo!

Speaking of animals – Nestle have 
signed up Grumpy Cat in the on-
going fascination for the felines online. 
So, rest in the knowledge that if your 
budget doesn’t run to Beyonce, you 
could always see if the Carter Kingdom 
have any cats on their books.

Consumers are smart. Even if they 
trust the power of an endorsement 
at the start, the relationship is going 
to be with you and, in my view, the 
more respectful that relationship is, 
the greater the loyalty will be.

KATE HARDCASTLE’S VIEW  
There were  
more celebrity 
endorsed adverts 
ranking in  
the ‘worst ads’  
reviews”

“



Making The Health Lottery’s
Christmas a happy one     

Christmas 2014 was exceptionally busy for Valley with an order that might  
have even challenged Santa! The lovely people at the Health Lottery topped  
our Christmas list with a brief for 7,500 brand new display units.

With just three weeks to spec, 
engineer, prototype and present 
to client - not to mention order 
materials, produce then deliver 
the units - Valley’s little helpers 
set to work to beat the deadline. 
Needless to say the units, made 
from metal with injection moulded 
parts and print elements attached, 
were installed in the UK’s leading 
retailers in record time to promote 
The Health Lottery’s exciting 
new products. Even Santa 
would have been impressed 
with a turnaround like that!
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7,500 
NEW display units across

Great Britain
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The NRF Annual 
Convention and EXPO - 
perhaps more aptly known 
as Retail’s BIG Show, is 
NRF’s flagship event, held 
annually over four days in 
New York City. The event 
brings together 27,000 
retail professionals from all 
across the world, offering 
education, networking 
and the chance for retail 
specialists to show off 
their latest technologies 
and solutions. 

DR  
RETAIL
VISITS NEW YORK

DR  
RETAIL
VISITS NEW YORK
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Retail’s BIG Show has recently been  
ranked as one of the fastest growing trade 
events and remains, even after a century,  
the only place where you can truly  
experience all things retail.

DR  
RETAIL
VISITS NEW YORK



get in touch
Have you got a story for us? WHY NOT...

Here at Valley, we have been inspiring design
for decades. Our creativity and originality is what
keeps us on our toes and enables us to remain
one of the leading retail marketing businesses
globally.

Knowing that the global economy is growing,
lets make things happen together.
 

LEEDS

LONDON

PARIS

BERLIN

stockholm

MUMBAI

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

T: +44 (0)1535 272861

E: enquiries@thevalleygroup.com

Harden Beck, Bingley,
West Yorkshire,
BD16 1BL

www.thevalleygroup.com in-store marketing


